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Several accelerator-based Intense neutron sources
have been constructed or designed by various labora-
tories around the world. All of these f a c i l i t i e s have
a common scheme of a l inac and synchrotron or accumu-
lator ring, and the system produces the proton energy
of 500-1000 MeV. The average beam currents range from
a few mA to a few hundred nA. The protons are then
used to generate high-flux neutrons by spallatlon out
of heavy-metal targets. In a synchrotron system, the .
protons are already bunched, and thus the pulse rate of
the neutron beam i s that of the repetition rate of the
synchrotron. For an accumulator system, the pulse rate
i s determined by the extraction repetition rate of the
accumulator. We have conceptually designed a new ays-
tan that uses a linear-induction accelerator which can
be operated for an average beam current up to a few mA
with a repetition rate up to 100 "iz. The deta i l s of
the design wi l l be given.

Introduction

An Induction linac might be a suitable source of
protons for an Intense Pulsed Neutron Source (IPNS).
A preliminary look at bunching of the low-current beam
from an ion source to a high-current beam suitable for
an induction linac i s present ad here. The buncher d i s -
cussed i s I t se l f an induction l inac. It i s found that
the Kir.ematics are reasonable, but other factors are
not considered.

Induction Linac Buncher

The purpose of Che IPNS i s to deliver short,
intense pulses of neutrons at a rate of about 60 Hz.1

An induction linac seems well-suited for th is goal. In
order to deliver the desired number of neutrons, the
average proton current needed i s about:

I - (E - 120)-1 + 3 Amp

where E i s the energy of the protoc beam (MeV) at the
target. When the ion source current and neutron pulse
rate are also known, then the 'duration of the ion
source pulse can be. calculated. This ion source pul3e
length may be too long for an efficient induction linac
and also too long for producing the desired burst of
neutrons. The purpose of the buacher i s to shorten
this low-energy proton pulse-

Bunching i s best done when the velocity of the
protons Is low. However, a lower limit to the ion
velocity Is 3et by the beam transport space charge
l imit . An approximation of Maschke'3 equation for
current space charge l imit i s :

2 x 10 s C 6 Y ) 5 / 3 (BeQ)2'3 (Amps)

where:

iy m !\ ii momentum,

3 =. aaximum useful magnetic field (T), and

s « normalized beam emittance
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In the following examples, B i s assumed to be 1.2, and
e i s assumed to be 2 z 10~5. The problem of building

the transport system i s not considered.

Substituting a given ion source current in th i s
equation gives the minimum n, and thus the minimum beam
energy. Thus, the input conditions for the buncher
are: the assumed ion source current, the required pulse
duration, and the minimum beam energy or preaccelexator
voltage.

Bunching i s accomplished by making the trai l ing
edge of the beam travel faster than the leading edge.
To keep the velocity of the leading edge of the beam
as low as possible, i t i s carried ct the space charge
l imit . The transport problems connected with contain-
ing an intense trai l ing edge in a l ine designed for the
lower energy leading edge of the beam have not been
considered. Instead, i t i s assumed that a l ine designed
to carry the leading edge at the space charge l imit can
carry this same current at up to twice the n. la the
bunchers discussed here, the trai l ing edge i s kept at
twice the n of the leading edge wherever possible.

Figures 1 through j i l lustrate .** Figure 1 shows
the ratio of the momentum of the trai l ing edge of the
beam pulse to the momentum of the leading edge. This
ratio may be limited by a variety of factors. It Is
assumed that beam transport problems wi l l set a ""»•»• •>*«""
of 2. Note that the ratio i s below 2 at the entrance
and at the exit of the buncher. The momentum ratio of
2 could be established in the f i r s t gap. However, gap
voltage v s . t iae must be precisely controlled, espe-
c ia l ly in the low energy end of the buncher. For th i s
reason, the i n i t i a l acceleration i s limited. Sear the
ex i t , the momentum ratio Is limited by core s i ze .

Figure 2 shows the ratio of the beam current to the
space charge limit for the leading edge of the beam.
At each accelerating gap, the increase In 3T causes the
beam to drop below the space charge l imit . The buncher
is designed so that, as the current increases, the lead-
ing edge comes to the space charge limit at the next
gap. The current v s . position -"s also shows in Fig. 2 .

Figure 3 shows the core requirements and rate of
acceleration as function? of position. As was discussed
above, Che in i t i a l rate of acceleration i s l imited.
This l imits the required core s ize (volt seconds per
meter). To maintain the momentum ratio *»T"* keep Che
leading edge ac the apace charge limit requires increas-
ing core-per-onit length. It i s assumed that tha core
i s limited to 0.1 Vs/m. This causes the drop la the
momentum ratio In the high energy end of the buncher
shown In Pig, 1.

Figure 4 9hows the energy of Che leading edge,
center, and trail ing edge of Che bean pulse. The
acceleration i s done in such a way chat the current,
while the beam i s passing, i s constant ac each posit ion.

**A11 of the figii-es relate to the same example. Tha
spacing between accelerating gaps i s 10 m. This
large spacing i s used to make Che figures l e s s con-
fusing. No particular emphasis i s placed on proper-
t i e s in the accelerator.
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Since energy goes with velocity squared, the energy
profile in the buncher turns up sharply in the trailing
edge of the beam.

Table I gives some numerical examples* The first
row gives the results for the example presented in the
figures. The second row is the same except that the
accelerating gaps are spaced at about 1 m. instead of
10 m. Since the difference is not important, the re-
maining examples were calculated with a gap spacing of
about 5 m.

The following rows are presented in pairs. The
first member of each pair is for an 8A.75O kV buncher
input and the second for a 0.8A.,50 W buncher input.
The first pair is for a target energy of 1000 MeV,
the second 560, and the third 340 MeV. As the last
column shows, she buncher length varies inversely with
the target energy and Ion source current.

Conclusion

The cost of the buncher -aay be high because the
initial acceleration must be precise. The overall
cost of the system has not been estimated. The vari-
able repetition rate possible with a linear induction
accelerator is an advantage, since, for example, radia-
tion damage experiments could be run at a higher fre-
quency and thus a higher average neutron flux.
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TABLE I

Given
Target Energy

Given
Pulse Bate

Given
Ion Source
Current

Average.
Target
Current

Freaccelerator
Voltage

Ion Source
Pulse Length

Euncher
Energy

Buncher
Length

(MeV) (2) (Amp) (V Aop) (W) (v sec) CMeV)

1000
1000

1000
1000

560
560

340
340

60
60

60
60

60
60

60
60

2
2

3
0.8

8
0.8

8
0.3

400
400

400
400

800
800

1600
1600

150
150

750
50

750
50

750
50

3.
3.

0.8
8

1.6
16

3
30

7". 6
5.5

7.0
6.4

15
15

54
54

70
59

30
1C0

30
220

220
500


